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About Us

Cubo Estrelado is a construction and public works company which operates since 15th May 2011, based in Alpendurada, Porto, Portugal.

Our business profile includes multiple jobs in foreign countries, such as Spain, Algeria, United Kingdom and France. We have specialized personnel in construction, 
such as concrete structures, infrastructure, roads, motorways, railways, iron etc..

A small economic unit of local relevance evolved into an organization currently in the rankings of the leading companies in the sector, in a sustainable way, 
diversifying products, services and markets, all with the decisive contribution of its employees.

Prepared to provide services across Europe, Cubo Estrelado is interested in the moment markets in northern and central Europe, as UK, Germany, Holland, Algeria.

Business Areas

Relying on many years of experience, personal hub Starry Granite ltd has experience in several areas in construction, such as concrete structures, forming and cutting 
and iron application, formwork for concrete. The type of structures in several areas including such:

- Light rail and buried
- Roads, highways and structures
- Buildings: residential, commercial or office
- networks and water supply, sewage and rainwater
- Railways for high-speed
- Bridges and tunnels

Supply stone

Located in northern Portugal, an area rich in granite, Cubo Estrelado has the ability to provide granite for various purposes, such as:

- Construction and coating walls and walls
- Street paving
- Floors of houses and buildings
- Decorative products
- Sculpture
- Urban décor and street furniture
- Guidance and traffic delimitation.

As a supplier, we made business in Spain and France and is, when negotiating with a local company, supplies to Algeria.



Products

We supply that has the ability to provide granite for various purposes, such as:

- Construction and coating walls and walls
- Street paving
- Floors of houses and buildings
- Decorative products
- Sculpture
- Urban décor and street furniture
- Guidance and traffic delimitation.



Products



Works made

Cubes Settlement - Portugal



Works made

Walls in Granit - Portugal



Works made

Walls in Shale - Portugal



Works made

Cubes Settlement in Leipzig - Germany



Works made

Public Works in Paris - France



Works made

Public Works in Nanterre - France



Works made

Settlement of cubes in St. Denis - France



Works made

Public Works in Toulon - France
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